Name: Lashkar-e-Taiba

Type of Organization:
- Insurgent
- non-state actor
- religious
- terrorist
- transnational
- violent

Ideologies and Affiliations:
- Islamist
- jihadist
- Salafist
- Sunni
- takfiri

Place of Origin:
Pakistan

Year of Origin:
1990

Founder(s):
Hafiz Muhammad Saeed

Places of Operation:
Pakistan, India, Kashmir, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh

Overview

Also Known As:
- Al Mansoorien
- Al Mansoorian
- Army of Madinah
- Army of the Pure
- Army of the Pure and Righteous
- Army of the Righteous
- Deccan Mujahideen
- Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation (FIF)
- Idara Khidmat-e-Khalq
- Islamic Jammat ud Dawa
- Jamaat ud-Dawa
- Lashkar e-Tayyiba
- Lashkar-e-Toiba
- Lashkar-i-Taiba
- LT
- Movement for the Safeguarding of the First Center of Prayer
- Paasban-e-Ahle-Hadis
- Paasban-e-Kashmir
- Paasban-i-Ahle-Hadith
- Pasban-e-Ahle-Hadith
- Pasban-e-Kashmir
- Tehreek-e-Tahafuz Qibla Awal

Executive Summary:

Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), meaning “Army of the Pure,” is a violent Islamist group based in Pakistan [1]. Since its formation in the 1990s, LeT has carried out numerous attacks against military and civilian targets in India [2], particularly within the northern state of Jammu and Kashmir. The group received significant international attention for its alleged involvement in...
the 2008 Mumbai attacks, which claimed the lives of 166 individuals and injured more than 300 others.\textsuperscript{39}

LeT finds its roots in the Pakistani Islamist group Markaz-ad-Dawa-wal-Irshad (MDI), which was founded in 1989 by Abdullah Azzam [3], Osama bin Laden [4]'s religious mentor.\textsuperscript{40} In the early 1990s, MDI militants—who had fought alongside the Taliban [5] at the end of the Soviet-Afghan War—shifted the focus of their operations to Jammu and Kashmir and established LeT.\textsuperscript{41} According to a LeT pamphlet, the group's activities in Jammu and Kashmir are part of a broader goal to re-establish Islamic rule in India and other historically "Muslim lands": "all of India […] were part of the Muslim empire that was lost because Muslims gave up jihad…. it is our duty to get these back from the unbelievers."\textsuperscript{42} LeT has targeted Indian security forces, political leaders, and other state symbols in \textit{fidayeen} attacks, direct assaults carried out by two-to-four well-armed militants. The group has also carried out a number of massacres targeting Hindus, Sikhs, and other ethnic and religious minorities in Jammu and Kashmir.\textsuperscript{43}

After receiving serious pressure from the U.S. government to crack down on jihadist groups operating within its borders in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, Pakistan officially banned LeT in January 2002.\textsuperscript{44} However, members of LeT quickly reappeared as part of a new entity known as Jamaa-ul-Dawa (JuD). Due to a perception that the group could be of continuing use to Pakistan, which has long disputed India’s control over Jammu and Kashmir, LeT has reportedly been given ongoing clandestine support by elements of the Pakistani military and intelligence services.\textsuperscript{45}

JuD and other above-ground LeT-front organizations provide extensive social welfare, medical, and educational services in Pakistan. Through such activities, LeT has expanded its support base in Pakistan and raised funds for its paramilitary operations.\textsuperscript{46} LeT is also reportedly attempting to progress its goals in Jammu and Kashmir through Pakistan’s political system. The group is believed to be behind the Milli Muslim League Pakistani political party, which was established in August 2017.\textsuperscript{47}

Although Jammu and Kashmir remains the primary operational focus of LeT, the group has become increasingly involved in the global jihadist movement. In the years following the 2001 U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, LeT reportedly provided refuge and training to al-Qaeda [6] members in Pakistan, as well as fighters and weapons to the Afghan front.\textsuperscript{48} The group has also allegedly formed sleeper cells to carry out or aid terrorism in Australia, Europe, and possibly the United States and has ties to other terrorist groups in Central and Southeast Asia.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{Doctrine:}

LeT adheres to the Ahl-e-Hadith faith, a South Asian version of Salafism.\textsuperscript{50} Like al-Qaeda and other Salafist groups, LeT seeks to re-claim what it considers to be "Muslim lands." According to the LeT publication \textit{Why Are We Waging Jihad?}, "Muslims ruled Andalusia (Spain) for 800 years but they were finished to the last man. Christians now rule (Spain) and we must wrest it back from them. All of India […] were part of the Muslim empire that was lost because Muslims gave up jihad. Palestine is occupied by the Jews. The Holy Qibla-e-Awwal (First Center of Prayer) in Jerusalem is under Jewish control. Several countries such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Cyprus, Sicily, Ethiopia, Russian Turkistan and Chinese Turkistan… were Muslim lands and it is our duty to get these back from unbelievers."\textsuperscript{51}

In addition, LeT advocates the supremacy of the \textit{ummah} (the global Muslim community) over any democratic or secular nation-state.\textsuperscript{52} Accordingly, LeT also seeks to liberate Muslim-majority countries, particularly those that surround Pakistan, that are under the dominion of non-Islamist governments.\textsuperscript{53}

Although LeT is becoming increasingly involved with the global jihadist movement and has reportedly vowed to plant the "flag of Islam" in "Washington, Tel Aviv and New Delhi," the group’s primary focus is on the Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir.\textsuperscript{54} LeT does not support jihad in Pakistan on the basis that, because the country's national religion is Islam, it has "professed Faith."\textsuperscript{55} Rather, the group focuses on promoting its interpretation of Ahl-e-Hadith in Pakistan through \textit{dawa}
(Islamic missionary work). Unlike other Islamist groups operating in Pakistan, LeT believes that proselytizing is as strategically important as violent jihad in achieving its goals.

**Organizational Structure:**

LeT has developed a robust infrastructure within Pakistan. By 2000, the group had reportedly established more than 70 district offices and departments overseeing the group’s finances, dawa activities, media and propaganda, social welfare, and external affairs. The group had also established a department for the construction of mosques and madrassas, a department of education, and wings for doctors, teachers, and farmers, among other divisions. According to the Southeast Asia Terrorism Portal, LeT civil operations on a national scale include “16 Islamic institutions, 135 secondary schools, an ambulance service, mobile clinics, blood banks, and several seminars across Pakistan.”

Since LeT was banned in Pakistan in 2002, the group’s domestic activities have been coordinated by numerous LeT-front organizations, including Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD), Idara Khidmat-e-Khalq (IKK), and the Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation (FIF). LeT’s emir, Hafiz Muhammad Saeed [7], is also believed to be behind the Milli Muslim League Pakistani political party, which was established in August 2017.

**Financing:**

Through providing social welfare, educational, and medical services within Pakistan, LeT has expanded its support base within Pakistan. LeT funds such activities via donation boxes placed in shops throughout the country. In addition, LeT collects ushr, an Islamic land tax that requires farmers to donate 10 percent of their crops or income to charity.

LeT generates revenue through the group’s “legitimate” businesses, which include fish farms, agricultural tracts, and mobile clinics. LeT also raises funds through charging tuition fees for its schools and through selling jihadist material and other goods. A former LeT member revealed in an interview that sometimes LeT-affiliated merchants will ask buyers to pay an additional 5 to 10 Pakistani rupees “for the jihad.”

LeT has also utilized its international connections to solicit funds. The group has reportedly received donations from members of the Pakistani diaspora in Europe and the Persian Gulf and from clerics and other Saudi-based individuals who support the global jihadist movement. Through JuD, IKK, and other LeT-front organizations, the group has also collected donations abroad for disaster relief and other humanitarian purposes within Pakistan. The group has been known to divert money donated for charitable causes to fund its militant activities. Most notably, LeT is believed to have funneled money collected to support victims of a devastating 2005 earthquake in Pakistan to the individuals behind a failed plot to blow up a transatlantic flight in 2006.

**Recruitment:**

Findings from a study conducted by the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point indicate that the majority of LeT recruits are young, Pakistani males with higher than average levels of secular education. LeT has attracted new recruits through fostering an anti-corruption image. This is significant in Pakistan, where corruption is endemic throughout the country’s civil and political structures. For other recruits, LeT’s mission to alleviate Muslim suffering gives them a sense of purpose that they would not otherwise have.

LeT recruits heavily in Pakistan’s Punjab province, particularly within the districts of Gujranwala, Faisalabad, and Lahore, where the group spreads its message in mosques and madrassas. New recruits are also reportedly brought into the organization through familial and friendship ties with current LeT members.
LeT is able to reach a broader audience through the group’s website and through an online magazine called “Wyeth.” The group also has a number of print publications, including Al-Dawa (a monthly journal), Gazwa (an Urdu weekly), and the Voice of Islam (an English monthly).

**Training:**

A study by the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point—which used biographical information about LeT members published between 1994 and 2007—found that 47 percent of LeT members had been trained in Muzaffarabad, Pakistan, and 28 percent had been trained in Afghanistan. Most LeT fighters undergo a three-phase training program. During the first phase, called Daura-e-Aama, recruits develop running, climbing, and other basic skills. The second phase is called Daura-e-Suffa and provides religious training. The third phase, Daura-e-Khasa, provides specialty training in guerilla warfare. Other specialized training covers maritime operations, espionage, and sabotage.

---
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Key Leaders

Hafiz Muhammad Saeed
Founder and emir

Yahiya Mujahid
Spokesman

Sajid Mir
Commander of Overseas Operations

Zaki-Ur-Rehman Lakhvi
Supreme Commander of Kashmir and operational commander of LeT

Rahman-ur-Dakhil
Deputy Supreme Commander

Abdullah Shehzad
Chief Operations Commander, Valley

Nazir Ahmad Chaudhry
Director of Public Relations

Muhammad Hussein Gill
Chief financial officer

Abdul Hassan
Central Division Commander

Kari Sall-Ul-Rahman
North Division Commander
History:

- **June 23, 2018:** LeT launches the first edition of its online magazine “Wyeth” which focuses on the group’s activities in Jammu and Kashmir.
  

- **February 2018:** Media sources report that top LeT commander Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi, who had remained under the radar since his release from prison in April 2015, has resurfaced in Punjab.
  

- **January 1, 2018:** Pakistan bans Jamaat-ud-Dawa and the Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation from collecting donations.
  

- **August 2017:** LeT leader Hafiz Muhammad Saeed reportedly establishes the Milli Muslim League Pakistani political party.
  

- **October 29, 2015:** Abu Qasim, the alleged “mastermind” of the August 2015 attack on an Indian military convoy in Jammu and Kashmir, is killed by Indian forces.
  

- **September 14, 2015:** LeT is one of two militant groups suspected to be behind the murders of three youths whose bodies are found in Jammu and Kashmir.
  
  The murders are believed to be part of the ongoing rivalry between militant groups in the disputed Kashmir region between India and Pakistan. Source: Fayaz Wani, “Bullet-Riddled Bodies of 3 Youth Found in Kashmir,” India Express (Delhi), September 15, 2015, http://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/bullet-riddled-bodies-of-3-youth-found-in-kashmir-20150915/article928483.ece [36].

- **August 5, 2015:** Two LeT militants attack an Indian military convoy in Udhampur, Jammu and Kashmir, killing two Indian soldiers.
  
  One of the LeT militants, Mohammad Naved, is captured by nearby villagers and subsequently interrogated by Indian officials. Naved confirms that he is from Pakistan and was trained by LeT there. The incident leads to a search for Abu Qasim, the alleged “mastermind” behind the attack Sources: “Pak Terrorist Naved Claims He ‘Didn’t Know’ His Partner: Sources,” NDTV, August 6, 2015, http://www.ndtv.com/cheat-sheet/pak-terrorist-naved-claims-he-didnt-know-his-partner-sources-120465; Mir Ehsan, “Top Lashkar Commander Abu Qasim, who plotted Udhampur attack shot,” Indian Express (New Delhi), December 25, 2015, http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/top-let-commander-and-udhampur-attack-mastermind-abu-qasim-killed-in-encounter/.

- **May 2015:** LeT is reportedly active at the Bangladesh-Burma border crossing, recruiting Rohingya youths from refugee camps.
  

- **April 10, 2015:** A Pakistani high court releases seven men believed to be involved in the 2008 Mumbai attacks, including top LeT commander Zaki-Ur-Rehman Lakhvi.
  

- **January 29, 2015:** JuD expands its social services to include ambulance services in Karachi.
  

- **June 26, 2014:** The United States sanctions two senior members of LeT and designates Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD) as an LeT charitable front.
  

- **December 30, 2014:** Police arrest top LeT commander Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi in Islamabad for his involvement in the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks after he was released on bail two days earlier by the Islamabad High Court.
  

- **December 22, 2014:** The New York Times reports that the United States and the United Kingdom failed to prevent
the 2008 Mumbai attacks due to insufficient intelligence sharing.


April 18, 2013: Two LeT militants attack a village in Jammu and Kashmir. Indian forces kill one of the militants, Shabir Ahmad Sheikh, also known as “Sufyvan.”


February 7, 2013: The United States offers a $10 million reward for help in the conviction of Hafiz Muhammad Saeed.


January 18, 2013: A U.S. court sentences Tahawwur Rana, a businessman in Chicago, to 14 years in prison for providing material support to overseas terrorist groups, including LeT.


May 27, 2011: LeT attacks a home in Kupwara, India, killing two.


March 2010: American David Headley pleads guilty for his involvement in the Mumbai attacks perpetrated by LeT.


February 13, 2010: LeT kills nine in the bombing of a German bakery in Pune, India.


December 2010: Wikileaks releases classified State Department cables in which U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton stated that Saeed and Lakhvi “continue[d] to run” LeT “despite being detained [via house arrest] for their role” in the Mumbai attacks.


September 2009: The Pakistani government places Saeed under house arrest.


August 2009: Interpol issues a red notice (an international notice that a particular person is wanted by the organization) against Saeed, along with top LeT commander Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi, in response to India’s requests for his extradition.


July 6, 2009: The Pakistani government appeals the Lahore High Court’s June 2009 decision to release Saeed from house arrest, stating that “Hafiz Saeed at liberty is a security threat” to the country.


November 26, 2008 - November 29, 2008: LeT kills more than 160 individuals and injures approximately 300 others in a series of attacks in Mumbai.


August 9, 2006: The provincial government of Punjab puts Saeed under house arrest for his possible connection to the July train attacks in Mumbai. On August 28, 2006, Saeed is released under a Lahore High Court order but is arrested again later that day by the provincial government.

On October 17, 2006, the Lahore High Court releases Saeed, stating his prolonged detention without a trial is illegal. Sources: “Hafiz Saeed’s Profile,” Hindustan Times (New Delhi), June 2, 2006, [62]; “World Briefing | Asia: Pakistan: Court Frees Islamist Leader,” New York Times, October 18, 2006, [63].

June 6, 2006: A U.S. court convicts Asif Ali Chanda of attempting to provide material support to LeT. Chanda is the 11th individual convicted for his involvement in the “Virginia jihad network.” Chanda, along with other members of the network, traveled to Pakistan in hopes of participating in terrorist attacks. Source: Jerry Markon, “Final Defendant Guilty in ‘Va. Jihad,’” Washington Post, June 7, 2006, [64].


October 29, 2005: Three coordinated LeT bombings in New Delhi kill 63 and injure more than 200. Source: Justin Huggler, ‘Delhi ‘bombing mastermind’ is Kashmiri militant, say police,” Independent (London), November 14, 2005, [66].


August 25, 2003: LeT attacks the Gateway of India and Zaveri Bazaar in Mumbai with the help of local Indian Islamist group the Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI), killing 52 and wounding more than 200. Source: V.S. Subrahmanian et al., Indian Mujahideen: Computational Analysis and Public Policy (Cham, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, 2013), 91.


May 15, 2002: Saeed is placed under house arrest in connection with the ongoing investigation into his involvement in the Indian parliament attack in December 2001.

Source: “Hafiz Saeed’s Profile,” Hindustan Times (New Delhi), June 2, 2006, [62].


December 13, 2001: Gunmen attack India’s parliament in New Delhi in coordination with the Pakistan-based terrorist group Jaish-e-Mohammed.
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- **July 31, 1999:** LeT carries out multiple suicide attacks in Jammu and Kashmir, including ones targeting Indian security forces at the border. The number of Indian soldiers killed is unknown. Source: Navnita Chadha Beher, Demystifying Kashmir (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2006), 159.
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Violent history:

- **July 12, 1999**: LeT executes its first suicide bombing in Jammu and Kashmir.78
- **July 31, 1999**: LeT carries out multiple suicide attacks in Jammu and Kashmir, including ones targeting Indian security forces at the border. The number of Indian soldiers killed is unknown.79
- **November 3, 1999**: At least three LeT gunmen kill eight Indian army personnel at a cantonment in Srinagar, the largest city in Jammu and Kashmir.80
- **March 20, 2000**: A few hours before Bill Clinton is expected to arrive in India, gunmen kill 35 Sikhs in Chattisinghpura, a village in Jammu and Kashmir. LeT is suspected to be responsible for the massacre.81
- **December 22, 2000**: LeT attacks Delhi’s Red Fort, an Indian army barracks, killing three.82
- **January 17, 2001**: LeT attacks the Srinagar airport in Jammu and Kashmir, killing five Indians.83
- **December 13, 2001**: Gunmen attack India’s parliament in New Delhi in coordination with the Pakistan-based terrorist group Jaish-e-Mohammed. Nine are killed and 18 are injured.84 India responds by sending 700,000 troops to its border with Pakistan.85
- **May 14, 2002**: LeT allegedly attacks an Indian army base in Kaluchak, killing 30.86
- **September 24, 2002**: LeT is allegedly responsible for raiding the Akshardham Temple in Gujarat, killing 33 and injuring 70.87
- **August 25, 2003**: LeT attacks the Gateway of India and Zaveri Bazaar in Mumbai with the help of local Indian Islamist group, the Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI), killing 52 and wounding more than 200.88
- **October 28, 2005**: LeT attacks the Indian Institute of Science campus in Bangalore, killing one.89
- **October 29, 2005**: Three coordinated LeT bombings in New Delhi kill 63 and injure more than 200.90
- **March 7, 2006**: LeT attacks a Hindu temple and a train station in Varanasi, India, killing 21 and injuring 62 others.91
- **July 11, 2006**: LeT works with local Indian Islamist organization, Lashkar-e-Qahhar, to bomb multiple commuter trains in Mumbai, killing more than 209 people and injuring 714.92
- **August 25, 2007**: LeT attacks an amusement park in Hyderabad, India, killing at least 40 individuals.93
- **November 26–29, 2008**: LeT kills more than 160 individuals and injures approximately 300 others in a series of attacks in Mumbai. The attacks target a railway station, a popular restaurant, a hospital, two hotels, and a Jewish center.94
- **February 13, 2010**: LeT kills nine in the bombing of a German bakery in Pune, India.95
- **May 27, 2011**: LeT attacks a home in Kupwara, India, killing two.96
- **April 18, 2013**: Two LeT militants attack a village in Jammu and Kashmir. Indian forces kill one of the militants, Shabir Ahmad Sheikh, also known as “Sufiyan.”97
- **May 23, 2014**: Two gunmen open fire on the Indian Consulate in Herat, Afghanistan. The attack is linked to LeT.98
- **August 5, 2015**: Two LeT militants attack an Indian military convoy in Udhampur, Jammu and Kashmir, killing two Indian soldiers. One of the LeT militants, Mohammad Naved, is captured by nearby villagers and subsequently interrogated by Indian officials. Naved confirms that he is from Pakistan and was trained by LeT there. The incident leads to a search for Abu Qasim, the alleged “mastermind” behind the attack.99
**Lashkar-e-Taiba**

- **September 14, 2015**: LeT is one of two militant groups suspected to be behind the murders of three youths whose bodies are found in Jammu and Kashmir. The murders are believed to be part of the ongoing rivalry between militant groups in the disputed Kashmir region between India and Pakistan.100

---

Designations:

<p><strong>Designations by U.S. Government:</strong></p>

<table>
  <tbody>
    <tr><th colspan="2"><img src="http://counterextremism.com/sites/default/themes/bricktheme/stylesheets/... [85]" /></th></tr>
    <tr><td>December 20, 2001: The U.S. Department of the Treasury designated &ldquo;Hafiz Muhammad Saeed&amp;rdquo; as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Individuals and Entities Designated by the State Department under E.O. 13224,&amp;rdquo; U.S. Department of State, December 20, 2001, &lt;a href="http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/des/143210.htm"&gt;http://www.state.gov... [86]" /></td></tr>
    <tr><td>December 26, 2001: The U.S. Department of the Treasury designated &ldquo;Lashkar-e-Taiba&amp;rdquo; as a Foreign Terrorist Organization. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Foreign Terrorist Organizations,&amp;rdquo; U.S. Department of State, December 26, 2001, &lt;a href="http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/195768.pdf"&gt;http://www.state... [87]" /></td></tr>
    <tr><td>April 28, 2006: The U.S. Department of State designated &ldquo;Jamaat-ud-Dawa&amp;rdquo; (JuD) and &ldquo;Idara Khidmat-e-Khalq&amp;rdquo; (IKK) as aliases for LeT on the Foreign Terrorist Organization list. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Addition of Aliases Jamaat-Ud-Dawa and Idara Khidmat-E-Khalq to the Specially Designated Global Terrorist Designation of Lashkar-E-Tayyiba,&amp;rdquo; U.S. Department of State, April 28, 2006, &lt;a href="http://2001-2009.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2006/65401.htm"&gt;http://2001-2009.... [88]" /></td></tr>
    <tr><td>November 24, 2010: The U.S. Department of the Treasury designated &ldquo;Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation&amp;rdquo; (FIF) as an alias of LeT. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Secretary of State&amp;rsquo;s Terrorist Designation of Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation,&amp;rdquo; U.S. Department of State, November 24, 2010, &lt;a href="https://www.state.gov/r/pa/ps/ps/2010/12/195664.htm"&gt;https://www.state.g... [89]" /></td></tr>
    <tr><td>April 2, 2018: The U.S. Department of State designated Milli Muslim League (MML) and Tehreek-e-Azadi-e Kashmir (TAK) as aliases of LeT. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Amendments to the Terrorist Designation of Lashkar e-Tayyiba,&amp;rdquo; U.S. Department of State, April 2, 2018, &lt;a href="https://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2018/04/280125.htm"&gt;https://www.state.... [90]" /></td></tr>
  </tbody>
</table>

<p><strong>Designations by Foreign Governments/Organizations:</strong></p>

<table>
  <tbody>
    <tr><th colspan="2"><img src="https://www.counterextremism.com/sites/default/themes/bricktheme/stylesheets/... [91]" /></th></tr>
    <tr><td><strong>European Union</strong><br />October 9, 2014: The European Union added &ldquo;Abd Al-Rahman Muhammad Mustafa Al-Qaduli&amp;rdquo; to the Al-Qaida Sanctions Committee&amp;rsquo;s list. &lt;span class="footnote"&gt;&amp;ldquo;Notice for the attention of Ahmed Abdullah Saleh Al-Khazmari Al-Zahrani, Azzam Abdullah Zureik Al-Maulid Al-Subhi, Anders Cameron Ostensvig Dale, Ibrahim Suleiman Hamad Al-Hablain, Seifallah Ben Hassine, &amp;lsquo;Abd Al-Rahman Bin &amp;lsquo;Umayr Al-Nu&amp;rsquo;aymi, &amp;lsquo;Abd Al-Rahman Khalaf &amp;lsquo;Ubayd Juday&amp;rsquo; Al-&amp;lsquo;Anizi, Anas Hasan Khattab, Maysar Ali Musa Abdallah Al-Juburi, Shafi Sultan Mohammed Al-Ajmi, &amp;lsquo;Abd Al-Rahman Muhammad Mustafa Al-Qaduli, Emilie Konig, Kevin Guivarch, Oumar Diaby, Ansar Al-Shari&amp;rsquo;a in Tunisia (ASS-T) and Abdullah Azzam Brigades (AAB) which were added to the list referred to in Articles 2, 3 and 7 of Council Implementing Regulation (EC) No 881/2002 imposing certain specific restrictive measures directed against certain persons and entities associated with the Al-Qaida network, by virtue of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1058/2014,&amp;rdquo; EUR-Lex, September 10, 2014, &lt;a href="http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52014XC1009 [92](02)"&gt;http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52014XC1009 [92](02)"&gt;https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52014XC1009 [92](02)"&gt;&lt;/a&gt;.&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/td></tr>
  </tbody>
</table>
### Lashkar-e-Taiba

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 1, 2018</td>
<td>Pakistan banned Jamaat-ud-Dawa and the Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation from collecting donations. The ban was later lifted by the Supreme Court of Pakistan on September 12, 2018. <a href="https://www.geo.tv/latest/210949-sc-permits-hafiz-saeeds-jamaat-ud-dawa-...">SC permits Hafiz Saeed's Jamaat-ud-Dawa to run charity operations</a>* [94]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Footnotes:
* [93] January 1, 2018: Pakistan banned Jamaat-ud-Dawa and the Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation from collecting donations. The ban was later lifted by the Supreme Court of Pakistan on September 12, 2018. [SC permits Hafiz Saeed’s Jamaat-ud-Dawa to run charity operations](https://www.geo.tv/latest/210949-sc-permits-hafiz-saeeds-jamaat-ud-dawa-...)* [94] |
* [94] [SC permits Hafiz Saeed’s Jamaat-ud-Dawa to run charity operations](https://www.geo.tv/latest/210949-sc-permits-hafiz-saeeds-jamaat-ud-dawa-...)* [94] |
* [95] [SC permits Hafiz Saeed’s Jamaat-ud-Dawa to run charity operations](https://www.geo.tv/latest/210949-sc-permits-hafiz-saeeds-jamaat-ud-dawa-...)* [94] |
* [96] [U.N.: Lashkar-e-Taiba Banned](https://www.stratfor.com/analysis/un-lashkar-e-taiba-banned)* [96] |
* [97] [Rewards for Justice - Lashkar-e-Tayyiba Leaders Reward Offers](http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2012/04/187342.htm)* [97] |
Associations:

Ties to Other Designated Entities:

LeT has had long-standing relationships with al-Qaeda members since the 1980s. In August 1998, LeT fighters were killed when training camps run by Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan were hit by U.S. cruise missiles. After 9/11 and the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, LeT provided safe haven to al-Qaeda militants, including senior AQ member Abu Zubaydah, who was eventually captured by the Pakistani government in 2002. LeT has also reportedly provided training to al-Qaeda militants and individuals inspired by al-Qaeda, including attempted American Airlines “shoe bomber” Richard Reid and 2005 London subway bombers Mohammad Sidique Khan and Shehzad Tanweer. In addition, LeT member David Headley reportedly conspired with AQ operative Ilyas Kashmiri in 2009 to plan attacks on a Danish newspapers and other targets in Copenhagen.

LeT is reportedly well-networked with Islamist groups in Central Asia, such as the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. LeT has coordinated attacks with local Islamist groups in India and Sri Lanka.
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Media Coverage:

Western Media

The New York Times first reported on LeT in December 2000, after the group attacked the 17th century Mughal fort (also known as the Red Fort), a major tourist attraction in India. In claiming responsibility for the attack, LeT cited the ongoing “guerrilla war” in Jamu and Kashmir, and further threatened it would continue targeting Indian assets until India disbands from the region.\(^{109}\)

LeT grabbed Western media attention again in November 2008, when the group executed a series of simultaneous attacks throughout Mumbai, India, over the course of three days, resulting in the murder of more than 166 people.\(^{110}\) Out of ten LeT perpetrators, only Ajmal Kasab survived. He was later tried in India and sentenced to death. Kasab was executed on November 21, 2002.\(^{111}\)

Today, ISIS’s violence in Iraq and Syria diverts mainstream Western media attention away from Islamist militant activity in India and Pakistan. LeT gets little Western media attention, except for the occasional headline highlighting the Pakistani government’s unwillingness or inability to rein the group in. The group also grabs headlines in relation to its continued freedom of movement despite extensive evidence that LeT was behind the Mumbai attacks. For example, in April 2015, Zaki-ur-Rahman Lakhvi—one of LeT’s top leaders and the suspected mastermind behind the 2008 Mumbai attacks—was released from a Pakistani jail on bail.\(^{112}\)

Western media outlets sporadically provide in-depth profiles of or interviews with the group’s leadership, which can provide greater insight into LeT’s ideology and long-terms goals in Pakistan and beyond. New York Times journalist Declan Walsh, for example, has reported extensively in the region and on the group, including conducting interviews with LeT leader Hafiz Muhammad Saeed.\(^{113}\)

LeT may begin to get more attention in the coming years as its influence in Pakistan continues to grow. As Foreign Policy magazine highlighted recently, despite being banned in 2002, LeT has expanded its ambitions for an Islamic state beyond Pakistan, grown its membership, and expanded its outreach through social services in Pakistan. In January of 2015, for example, the militant group began providing ambulance services in Pakistan’s port city of Karachi.\(^{114}\)


Pakistani Media Reporting of Lashkar-e-Taiba

Pakistani media outlets have been accused of allowing Islamists, including militant groups, air time to advertise their message. Activist group Pakistan Media Watch reported on April 2, 2014, that:

“Any pretense of media freedom was washed away by the ink in [journalist] Kamal Siddiqi’s pen when he wrote to instruct Express Tribune [a prominent Pakistani newspaper] reporters to write ‘nothing against any militant organization and its allies like the Jamaat-e-Islami, religious parties and the Tehrik-e-Insaf’.”\(^{115}\)

Regarding Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, the article continues, “A perfect example of this is the decision by The News (Jang Group) to publish an extensive pro-Taliban interview with jihadi leader Hafiz Saeed. The Jamaat-ud-Dawa chief excused
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militant violence inside Pakistan by blaming ‘foreign enemies’ and claiming that ‘Those who are destroying peace in Pakistan are directly or indirectly working on the [sic] foreign agenda’."\footnote{116}

The BBC quoted Saeed in a press conference he gave after the U.S. announced a $10 million bounty on him, stating, "I am here, I am visible…I will be in Lahore tomorrow. America can contact me whenever it wants to."\footnote{117}


Indian Media Reporting of Lashkar-e-Taiba

The Indian media has been much more aggressive than Pakistan in covering LeT, which is perhaps unsurprising given that India is LeT’s primary target. From broadcast media to op-eds in major Indian newspapers, the Indian government has pushed for more action against Pakistani militant groups like LeT.\footnote{118} India has criticized the international community and Pakistan for failing to take LeT seriously and curb the group’s militant activities.\footnote{119}

Since the April 2015 release of one of LeT’s top leaders, Zaki-ur-Rahman Lakhvi, both Western and Indian media have anticipated increased tension in Pakistan-India relations.\footnote{120}


Rhetoric:

**Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, LeT founder and leader, April 6, 2012** [114]

*Preaching the Friday sermon at Jamia Markaz al-Qadsia mosque:*

“[Muslims] Come to us. We will teach you the meaning of jihad…. The time to fight has come.”[121]

**Abdullah Ghaznawi, LeT spokesperson, June 2018** [115]

*Quoted in an interview published in LeT’s Wyeth Magazine*

“Year 2018 would be tough for [the] Indian Army…. Our freedom struggle is heading towards conclusion. India has already lost the war and is breathing its last.”[122]

**Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, April 6, 2012** [116]

*Preaching the Friday sermon at Jamia Markaz al-Qadsia mosque:*

“This is the same jihad which caused the USSR to break [in Afghanistan] and now America is failing because of it. Analysts and journalists don’t realize why America is failing, the only reason is jihad.”[123]

**Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, April 4, 2012** [117]

*In a news conference*

“I want to tell America we will continue our peaceful struggle,” said Saeed. “Life and death is in the hands of God, not in the hands of America. Life and death is in the hands of God, not in the hands of America.”[124]

**Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, April 2012** [118]

“I want to tell America we will continue our peaceful struggle. Life and death is in the hands of God, not in the hands of America.”[125]

**Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, April 2012** [119]

“There are many parties in Pakistan, but America has only sent a message to Jamaat-ud-Dawa, because we do jihad. They [the United States] are even scared of my name.”[126]

**Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, April 2012** [120]

“[Muslims] Come to us. We will teach you the meaning of jihad… The time to fight has come.”[127]

**Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, April 2012** [121]

“Osama bin Laden was a great person who awakened the Muslim world… Martyrdoms are not losses, but are a matter of pride for Muslims.”[128]
“This is the same jihad which caused the USSR to break [in Afghanistan] and now America is failing because of it. Analysts and journalists don’t realize why America is failing, the only reason is jihad.”

“America should leave Pakistan and Afghanistan peacefully. Then, we will not come to you with guns but will instead invite you to Islam.”

“There cannot be any peace while India remains intact. Cut them, cut them so much that they kneel before you and ask for mercy.”

“[Pakistan] should not solicit help [for the victims of the 2005 earthquake] from Israel. It is the question of Muslim honor and self-respect. The Jews can never be our friends. This is stated by Allah.”

“…our struggle will continue even if Kashmir is liberated. We still have to take revenge for East Pakistan.”

“…jihad is not about Kashmir only...about fifteen years ago, people might have found it ridiculous if someone told them about the disintegration of the USSR. Today, I announce the break-up of India, Insha-Allah. We will not rest until the whole [of] India is dissolved into Pakistan.”

“...many Muslim organizations are preaching and working on the missionary level inside and outside Pakistan . . . but they have given up the path of jihad altogether. The need for jihad has always existed and the present conditions demand it more than ever.”
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Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, Date Unknown [129]

"Osama bin Laden was a great person who awakened the Muslim world…. Martyrdoms are not losses, but are a matter of pride for Muslims," Saeed proclaimed.136

Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, date unknown [130]

“Our struggle with the Jews is always there."137

Muhammad Hafiz Saeed, LeT founder and leader, date unknown [131]

“[LeT plan is to] plant the flag of Islam in Washington, Tel Aviv and New Delhi."138

---